UTRECHT, OCT. 25-26

With Australia gatherings finished, our eyes turn to the Netherlands for October. Be sure to register to secure discounted fees.

NEW ZEALAND, NOV. 8-9

The first gathering in New Zealand is coming soon! Save your spot before registration fills. Go to our website to register, see the schedule, and learn more.

SAN DIEGO, FEB. 2015

It may be our biggest gathering to date, but spots will fill up for this sunny winter gathering. Check out updated info and register now.

San Diego Schedule & Exhibitor Information

We are looking forward to February in Southern California, at what promises to be the One Project's largest gathering to date. As the weeks go by, the schedule continues to get updated, new things get added, and we look forward to some new formats for our experience together. For those who wish to display and converse about their offerings at an
exhibit hall, there will also be the opportunity to share resources related to learning more about or sharing our love for the One. To learn more about exhibits or to register, talk with Sam Leonor, Jr. Otherwise, be sure to register, reserve your hotel before all of our spaces fill up, and let your employer know that you need some Jesus time. See you in California!

Sydney & Perth

Sydney Gathering

More than 400 people including 30 TOP kids had an incredible weekend uplifting Jesus in conversation and worship on July 18-20. This was the largest gathering to date in Australia.

The gathering was truly multi-generational with attendees ranging from 15 - 80yrs of age in attendance. Many more joined the livestream video in their homes and small groups to enjoy the presentations from afar.

The gathering commenced with the Resound worship program, which really set a wonderful tone for a weekend drenched in Jesus.

While it was cold outside, those at the gathering enjoyed the presentations, table conversations, community, sharing of dreams for the church and the 32One presentations which featured short succinct reflections on 8 of our Adventist fundamental beliefs.

Thank you to those that attended for your generosity and the heart for people you showed! As a result, we were able to assist three local organisations and impact communities. On Saturday evening, we partnered with Regen of Fox Valley Community Church by going into the city to share smiles, blankets and toiletries to the homeless community in downtown Sydney. With your generous donations towards care packages for Prison Fellowship
Ministry, we delivered letters, 65 pens, 63 notepads, 63 hand towels, 52 bottles of water, 76 boxes of toothpaste, 86 toothbrushes, 148 bars of soap, 59 combs and brushes, 8 deodorants, 66 tubes of shaving cream, 101 tissue packages, 14 body lotions, 49 shampoos and conditioners and 678 shavers. Prison Fellowship Ministry said, "We are utterly blown away by the generous spirit of the participants." We also delivered 3 large bags of clothing to HopeStreet, who were also extremely appreciative. Continue to touch the lives of people around you. "Whatever you've done for the least of these, you've done unto me..."

A special Reframe event was held on the monday after the gathering just for Pastors, Ministry leaders, Theology students and their partners. With more than 70 in attendance, many commented that this was the highlight of their weekend as practical applications and tips for ministry were shared and discussed.

Evelyn, one of our older attendees, asked "please have more One projects, we need it ... we love Jesus with passion"! Adele commented that the gathering "was refreshing, uplifting, humbling and inspiring. Thank you for sharing Jesus with my boys, for getting them excited about Jesus and who He is, and for giving me as a parent the opportunity to learn more about Jesus so I can be a better reflection of Jesus for my boys."

Perth Gathering
We were told that Perth is the most remote capital city in the world! We truly enjoyed gathering with 200 new friends and TOP kids in a truly beautiful city. It was another incredible gathering which impacted those that attended. Letitia commented that "the One project was definitely a spiritual highlight of my year. Blessed by these succinct messages about our faith. Need to hear it again! Well planned, excellently presented, professional, relevant, inspiring ... so proud to be an Adventist!"

Ruvimbo said that "the One project has been an experience that will change my life forever." Our TOP team was well supported by a dedicated local team who helped bring the gathering to fruition. We loved sharing in Western Australia for the first time and look forward to hearing more of how your experience will impact you and your churches are you look to share more of Jesus.

The gatherings will be back in Australia in July 2015 in location/s to be decided soon! Stay tuned!
The One Project in Spanish, La Sierra University, Nov. 8-10

Desde la formación de nuestra denominación, el Adventismo primitivo reconoció que Jesús es el eje en torno al cual gira nuestra doctrina. Te invitamos a ser participe de una reunión que busca regresar a nuestras raíces denominacionales. A lo largo de un fin de semana estaremos celebrando la supremacía de Jesús en nuestra Iglesia por medio de sermones y discusiones en grupo. Será oportunidad de formar nuestra visión de la iglesia Adventista del futuro. Te esperamos del 7 al 9 de Noviembre en la Universidad de La Sierra, donde proclamaremos juntos, Jesús, Todo! Para mas informes visita nuestra página electrónica aquí.
Exploring Opportunity for Ministry Leaders

After some time being challenged by confronting Jesus and celebrating our love for Him, there's often a desire to spend some time together wrestling with what the conversations mean for our ministries. In Australia, pastors and theology students from Avondale met together for some time after the gathering to talk about their ministries, challenges, joys and sorrows, and what applications can be used back at home. For this reason, One project leaders are exploring options to include a similar opportunity in future gatherings in North America and abroad. The day is called "Reframe". Stay tuned for more information. To express interest in, or ideas for, such an opportunity contact Japhet, Paddy, or Alex.

Devotional Thoughts by Alex Bryan

Extraordinary Travelers

"The ordinary traveler, who never goes off the beaten route and who on this beaten route is carried by others, without himself doing anything or risking anything, does not need to show much
more initiative and intelligence than an express package."

-Theodore Roosevelt (Through the Brazilian Wilderness, pages 171-72.)

It seems that God almost always calls his followers (those who track Jesus) to move in mysterious ways. Noah builds a boat without a body of water to support it. Esther enters a royal court without a court order to support her. The Deacon Stephen preaches a subversive sermon about a Kingdom Come - a visionary speech looking past earth’s mortal many toward heaven’s risen ONE. He trades the safety of settled orthodoxy for the rocks reserved for new heretics and heresy.

He trusts Jesus.

How easy it is to go on living as always. No one builds boats. No one enters the throne room of kings. No one (in their right mind) challenges the sanctified status quo.

But disciples are not ordinary travelers. We go off the beaten route (although the trail, in fact, has already been blazed by Christ). We do, we risk, we initiate, and we trust Intelligence beyond our own. We build boats to rescue those drowning in our world. We defy the powers that be in opposition of lethal laws that are. We stand up, stand up for Jesus, unwilling to give up this conviction: He sits upon the Throne.

We are not express packages.
Partners

Thanks to the Institute of Worship for their bringing the worship team for our gathering in Sydney. Also to La Sierra University for all their support to make the 2nd all Spanish gathering take place this November. If you would like to be a partner with the One project contact Japhet at japhet@the1project.org.

La Sierra University

Institute of Worship

View the full list of partners on the One project website »